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Abstract. Several fundamental computer vision problems, such as depth
estimation from stereo, optical flow computation, etc., can be formulated
as a discrete pixel labeling problem. Traditional Markov Random Fields
(MRF) based solutions to these problems are computationally expensive.
Cost Volume Filtering (CF) presents a compelling alternative. Still these
methods must filter the entire cost volume to arrive at a solution. In this
paper, we propose a new CF method for depth estimation by stereo. First,
we propose the Accelerated Cost Volume Filtering (ACF) method which
identifies salient subvolumes in the cost volume. Filtering is restricted
to these subvolumes, resulting in significant performance gains. The pro-
posed method does not consider the entire cost volume and results in
a marginal increase in unlabeled (occluded) pixels. We address this by
developing an Occlusion Handling (OH) technique, which uses superpix-
els and performs label propagation via a simulated annealing inspired
method. We evaluate the proposed method (ACF+OH) on the Middle-
bury stereo benchmark and on high resolution images from Middlebury
2005/2006 stereo datasets, and our method achieves state-of-the-art re-
sults. Our occlusion handling method, when used as a post-processing
step, also significantly improves the accuracy of two recent cost volume
filtering methods.

1 Introduction

Computing dense depth maps from a pair of stereo images is one of the funda-
mental problems in computer vision. In the last few years, several pixel-labeling
techniques have been proposed to estimate depth maps from a pair of stereo
images [3]. The goal here is to assign a depth value (or label) to each pixel, given
a pair of stereo images. Pixel labeling problems are typically cast within an op-
timization framework, where the cost is defined for assigning a label l ∈ L to a
pixel p ∈ P . The solution to the labeling assignment problem f : L→ P is then
found by minimizing the overall assignment cost. Often times the desired solution
is (i) spatially smooth, (ii) obeys label costs and (iii) preserves the discontinuities
at image edges. Markov Random Fields (MRFs) provide a robust framework for
modeling such labeling problems [5]. Overall assignment cost is modeled as an
energy function that accounts for both assigning a label to a particular pixel
and assigning a label pair to a pair of neighboring pixels. The pairwise term
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(a) Ground Truth (b) CLMF. 7.82% (c) CF. 8.24%

(d) VARMSOH. 9.91% (e) Ours(r = 0.2). 7.79% (f) Ours(r = 0.3). 7.43%

Fig. 1: Comparison on Middlebury Cones dataset [1]: (a) Ground truth, (b)
CLMF [2], (c) CF [3], (d) VARMSOH [4], and (e,f) our method ACF+OH.
r determines the size of local windows during salient subvolume detection. For
r = 2, ACF+OH achieves 2.2 speedup over CF, and for r = 3, ACF+OH achieves
1.7 times speedup over CF. Percentage errors shown next to each figure are cal-
culated using the default error threshold of 1.0. Ellipses and squares in CLMF,
CF and VARMSOH indicate regions that exhibit large errors.

enforces spatially smooth, edge-aligned solutions. Standard energy minimization
inference algorithms, such as graph cut [6] and belief propagation [7–9] yield
acceptable results; however, these schemes are computationally expensive and
do not fare well when dealing with large label sets or high-resolution images.

Recently local filtering methods [2, 3, 10] have been developed as an alterna-
tive to energy-based approaches. These filtering methods are designed to achieve
(spatially) locally smooth label assignments, as opposed to globally smooth label
assignments in the case of MRFs. Despite this simplifying assumption, recent
work shows that filtering methods are able to achieve high-quality results. A
benefit of these filtering methods is that their complexity is linear in the number
of labels for each pixel. An early application of filtering methods for stereo ap-
peared in [11] and [12]. Method presented in [11] was slow and did not offer any
real advantage over energy-minimization methods. [12], on the other hand, em-
ployed an approximate (and fast) implementation of the filter, which resulted in a
considerable speed gain at the cost of accuracy. Hosni et al. [3] used edge-aware
guided filters to achieve high-quality results for multi-label problems, including
stereo. Here the complexity is independent of the size of the filter, resulting in
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(a) ACF+OH. 7.43% (b) CF+OH. 7.41% (c) CLMF+OH. 7.22%

Fig. 2: The proposed OH, when used in place of the RF gap-filling [3] post-
processing step, improves improves the performance of ACF, CF, and CLMF
methods. When using OH, instead of RF, ACF(r = 0.3) all pixel percentage
error reduces from 8.49% to 7.43%. Similarly, all pixel percentage error for CF
reduces from 8.24% to 7.41%, and that of CLMF reduces from 7.82% to 7.22%.
These errors are calculated using error threshold equal to 1.0. r controls the size
of local windows during salient subvolume detection.

good runtime performance. Building upon this idea, Lu et al. [2] further im-
proved the runtime performance by formalizing the filtering process as a local
multi-point regression problem. A latter work by the same authors combined
PatchMatch with edge-aware filtering in order to further speed up the inference
process [10]. The complexity of this method is sublinear in the number of labels.

Filtering methods mentioned above rely upon a post-processing step to deal
with gaps present in the initial solution.1 These gaps exist in mismatched or non-
overlapping areas. Energy minimization schemes explicitly model these gaps;
whereas, filtering methods refine the initial label assignments and fill these gaps
using a row-filling strategy described in [3]. These gaps seem to play a larger role
in filtering methods, perhaps because these methods ignore global smoothing.
This suggests that one way to increase the accuracy of filtering methods is to
implement a better algorithm for gap filling. In the case of stereo, gap filling is
typically referred to as occlusion handling.

Within this backdrop, this paper develops a new method for dense stereo
estimation. First, we present an extension of the Cost Filter (CF) [3] method,
called Accelerated Cost Filtering (ACF) (see Fig. 1). ACF uses feature matching
to identify salient subvolumes within the cost volume and restrict filtering to
these subvolumes. For stereo pairs with large disparity, this results in a significant
speed up. ACF runtime performance, for example, provides a speedup of up to
4 times over CF on five high resolution images from the Middlebury 2005/2006
stereo datasets [13]. Since ACF restricts filtering to the selected subvolumes,
initial label assignments show a marginal increase in the gaps as compared to
those returned from CF. We develop an Occlusion Handling (OH) (or gap filling)
method that uses superpixels [14] and a label propagation algorithm inspired by

1 Gap here refers to pixels with no label assignments.
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simulated annealing [15] to propagate the labels to pixels within the occluded
regions (see Fig. 2). Our occlusion handling method gives better results than the
row filling method described in [3].

The following hypotheses underpin our work on ACF: 1) each slice in the
cost volume can be partitioned into visible and non-visible regions, where the
visible regions indicate areas where input images agree (visibility hypothesis)
and 2) matched keypoints in the stereo image pair can be used to define the
visible regions within a slice of the cost volume (selection hypothesis). Edge aware
filtering methods implicitly assume that the visibility hypothesis stands. Good
feature point matches between the two images is needed for the second hypothesis
to hold. For this work, we use Lowe’s Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT)
keypoints [16, 17] to find matches between the two images. Given a matched
keypoint between the left and right images, it is possible to compute the disparity
for its location and use it to define a salient subvolume within the cost volume.

Our algorithm for occlusion handling uses superpixels. Superpixels are ro-
bust to noise, respect object boundaries and encode within them a higher-level
of image representation. We use the SLIC algorithm that was proposed in [18] to
generate superpixels. Label propagation to pixels in the occluded regions is mod-
eled as simulated annealing, where appearance similarity between neighboring
superpixels determine the temperature. Initially temperature is high and labels
are propagated to most similar neighboring superpixels. However, by decreas-
ing the temperature, it is possible to propagate labels to superpixels with lower
similarity values. We show that this has the advantage of assigning consistent
labels that preserve edge discontinuities in the resulting disparity maps.

We have compared our ACF+OH method with the Cost Filter (CF) [3],
Cross-based Local Multipoint Filtering (CLMF) [2], and a recent global en-
ergy minimization method (VARMSOH) that appeared in [4] on the Middlebury
stereo benchmark dataset [1]. We also compare ACF+OH with CF [3] on five
high resolution images (Rocks1, Rocks2, Dolls, Moebius, and Books) from Mid-
dlebury 2005/2006 stereo datasets [13], and our method achieves state-of-the-art
results. The results also demonstrate that our occlusion handling method im-
proves the accuracy of CF on all error measures and that of CLMF on the error
percentage of all and non-occluded image regions. We have not compared our
method with [10], which uses slanted surfaces.

1.1 Contributions and Outline

Our contributions are threefold. First, we develop an algorithm for computing
salient subvolumes within the cost volume for label assignment problems via
filtering. Second, we present a gap filling (occlusion handling) algorithm that
gives better results than existing gap filling strategy proposed in [3]. We show
that our gap filling algorithm can be used as a post-processing step to refine
the initial label assignments in other filtering methods. We used our gap filling
technique to refine the label assignments returned by CF [3] and CLMF [2]
and show that our method is superior to the row-filling method for occlusion
handling. Third, we extend the CF method incorporating ideas developed in
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this work and show that our algorithm achieves state-of-the-art results on the
Middlebury benchmark dataset [1], beating [2], [3] and [4]. We also beat [3] on
high resolution images from the Middlebury 2005/2006 stereo datasets [13].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We discuss related work in
the next section. The following section describes the methodology. We present
experimental results in Sec. 4 and concludes the paper with a summary and
discussion in the following section.

2 Literature Review

MRF global energy minimization techniques [4, 5, 19] are popular approaches
for solving pixel labeling problems. These approaches, however, do not scale
well with large cost volumes. Edge-aware filtering methods [20, 21] have con-
tributed to the development of fast alternative techniques for solving pixel la-
beling problems [3, 2]. These technique are broadly referred to as cost volume
filtering methods. Hosni et al. [3], for example, provide a framework that uses
a guided filter [20] for cost volume filtering. The complexity of their approach is
independent of the size of the filter. Lu et al. [2] further speed up the filtering
process by aggregating cost estimates for a set of points. Cost volume filter-
ing methods—although more efficient than MRF global energy minimization
schemes—scale linearly with the size of the cost volume, which is undesirable
when dealing with large cost volumes.

There have been several attempts to reduce the complexity of cost volume
filtering. For example, Min et al. [22] proposed the histogram-based disparity
pre-filtering scheme that reduces the cost aggregation by estimating the set of
most likely candidate disparities for each pixel. This method, however, requires
a pre-scanning of the entire cost volume. Lu et al. [10] proposed a method
that combines EAF with the randomized search of PatchMatch to speed up the
filtering process. This method has sublinear complexity in the label space size.
Boufama et al. [23] developed a fast method for dense matching, which can
perhaps be used for disparity map calculation.

A number of occlusion handling techniques have been proposed for gap fill-
ing. For example, Sun et al. [24] formulated stereo matching as a global energy
minimization problem and added an extra term to enforce smoothness of oc-
clusions. Min et al. [19] proposed an energy minimization method that filled
occluded regions through label propagation. Yang et al. [25] formulated an en-
ergy minimization problem that used an iterative refinement step to fit planes
to color segmented regions. It then filled occluded regions by minimizing the
difference to the fitted planes. The work of Ben-Ari et al. [4] also provided
an energy minimization formulation that explicitly model occlusions using an
energy term, which was optimized by an iterative scheme. Hosni et al. [3] pro-
posed a post-processing method for occlusion handling. This method performs
row scanning and assigns each occluded pixel the lowest disparity value among
its neighbouring non-occluded pixels. Weighted median filtering is employed to
remove undesirable artifacts in the resulting disparity map.
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3 Methodology

We begin by discussing the cost volume filtering method for estimating disparity
D(x, y) from stereo image pair (I1, I2). It is straightforward to estimate the depth
of a pixel given a disparity map. Without the loss of generality we treat I1 as
the reference image Iref and disparity map D(x, y) assigns a disparity value to
every pixel (x, y) in the reference image. We will also denote I2 as Ik to keep
open the possibility of using more than two images for estimating the disparity
maps.

3.1 Cost Volume Filtering

Depth estimation given a stereo image pair can be reformulated as a discrete
label assignment problem, where each pixel p with coordinates (x, y) is assigned
a label lp. Here lp ∈ L and L is the set of pixel disparities. Disparity space image,
often referred to as cost volume, C(x, y, l) is defined over pixels and the set of
possible labels [1, 3]. Cost volume stores the costs of assigning a label l to a pixel
at (x, y). Each slice of the cost volume is filtered, i.e., the cost of assigning a
label l to a pixel at (x, y) is the weighted average of the costs of assigning label
l to the neighboring pixels. Mathematically,

C ′(x, y, l) =
∑

(u,v)∈[−w
2 ,w2 ]

WIref (x,y)(u, v)C(x+ u, y + v, l), (1)

where w is the size of the kernel, WIref (x,y)(u, v) are weights determined using the
guidance image for each pixel location (x, y), and C ′(x, y, l) represent the filtered
costs of assigning label l to the pixel at location (x, y). In the case of stereo,
the guidance image is the reference image. Various filtering techniques exist
to select WIref (x,y)(u, v) while preserving the intensity changes of the guidance
image during the filtering process [20, 21]. Finally, a winner-takes-all scheme is
applied to assign a label lp to a pixel p at (x, y). Specifically,

lp = arg min
l

C ′(x, y, l). (2)

Aside: Although edge aware filtering techniques can provide accurate results in a
fast and efficient manner, they need to process the entire cost volume. Therefore,
the complexity of edge aware filtering is linear in the number of cost volume slices
(or labels). [10] attempted to remedy this situation and combined edge aware
filtering with randomized search; however, their runtime performance is similar
to that of [2] on the Middlebury dataset. An obvious strategy to improve runtime
performance is to restrict filtering to small sections of the cost volume.

3.2 Salient Regions in the Cost Volume

We now describe our algorithm for selecting salient subvolumes within a cost vol-
ume. Filtering is restricted to these subvolumes, resulting in reduced processing
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Fig. 3: Using feature matching to identify salient regions in the cost volume.
The first two images from left show projections at disparities 10.8 and 14.4,
respectively. For each image, we show how plane keypoints (shown as blue)
indicate best matching locations for each depth. The next two images show local
windows (red squares) around each plane keypoint and the final salient region
(black rectangle) for these planes. We also show the expanded windows from
neighboring planes as white rectangles centered on white keypoints from these
planes. The width of local windows around each keypoint is equal to r × Iwidth.
For this figure r is set to .2.

times and better runtime performance. Our method constructs the cost volume
C(x, y, l) using the fronto-parallel plane sweep algorithm from [26]. The family
of depth planes is defined within the coordinate system of the reference image
Iref . The depths l of the planes fall within the expected disparity range. For the
Teddy dataset, 187 equally spaced fronto-parallel planes were constructed with
depths ranging between 1 and 57. In order to compute C(x, y, l), the pixel (x, y)
in the reference image Iref is projected to the other image(s) Ik using homogra-
phy that relates Iref to Ik via the fronto-parallel plane at depth l (for details,
please see [26]). Similar to [3], if pixel (x, y) is mapped to location (xk, yk) in
image Ik then

(3)C(x, y, l) = (1− β) min(‖Iref(x, y)− Ik(xk, yk)‖, γ1)

+ βmin(‖∇xIref(x, y)−∇x(Ik(xk, yk)‖, γ2).

β ∈ [0, 1], γ1 and γ2 are user-defined thresholds. The intuition behind this formu-
lation is that when the surface projected to pixel (x, y) intersects the plane at l,
Iref(x, y) and Ik(xk, yk) should have similar appearances under the Lambertian
surface assumption.

Salient regions are defined within the cost volume by inspecting each plane
in the cost volume and identifying sections where Iref(x, y) agrees well with
Ik(x, y). One scheme to find such sections in a plane at l is to use already
computed C(x, y, l). A better method, however, is to employ feature matching.
Our method extracts SIFT keypoints from the input images (Iref and Ik) and
compares these using the ratio test to find matches between the two images [16,
17]. It is easy to calculate the disparity values between matched points’ pairs,
identifying locations (x, y, l′) within the cost volume that correspond to each
matched points’ pair. The salient region for the plane at depth l′ is constructed
as follows: 1) define local windows bl′(x, y) centered around each (x, y, l′) and 2)
construct the smallest window bl′ that encloses all bl′(x, y) defined in the previous
step. The dimensions of local windows bl′(x, y) is typically a small fraction r of
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(a) CF. 17.6% (b) ACF. 20% (c) CF. 30.35% (d) ACF. 29.23%

Fig. 4: Initial disparity maps computed by our ACF method shows a slight in-
crease in the percentage of occluded pixels; black regions are occluded pixels.
(Cones): (a) and (b) show the disparity maps computed by CF and ACF(r = .3),
respectively, without any gap filling. (Moebius): (c) and (d) show high resolution
disparity maps computed by CF and ACF(r = .3), respectively, without any gap
filling. It is interesting to note that for Moebius dataset, ACF creates disparity
maps with less occluded pixels. One explanation might be that filtering reduced
cost volume may be better for some scenes. More work is needed to investigate
this behavior. The width of local windows used for constructing salient regions
is equal to r × Iwidth.

the dimensions of the reference image. For the experiments presented here, the
widths of the local windows are roughly 0.2 to 0.3 times the image width Iwidth.

Often times the depths l′ of (x, y, l′) locations corresponding to the matched
points’ pairs do not match exactly with a depth plane available for the cost
volume (remembering that depth planes are simply a discrete representation
of the cost volume). Such situations are dealt with by considering (x, y, l′) for
more than one neighboring depth planes. Specifically, each location (x, y, l′) is
used during computing the salient regions bl for planes with depths l, such that
‖l − l′‖≤ u. u is a user-defined parameter that controls the expansion within
the disparity range. Note that, the definition of salient regions does not depend
on the cost volume C(x, y, l). So, a better strategy is to pre-compute the salient
regions and only build the cost volume for these regions.

Fig. 3 illustrates our method for identifying salient regions in the cost volume.
The two images on the left show the results of projecting stereo image pair
from the Cones dataset on the planes at different depths (assuming different
disparities) in the cost volume. Notice that different regions of the projection
appear to be in focus at different depths as expected. We also show the locations
of the (matched) keypoints (as blue dots). Notice that disparity calculated for
a matched keypoint agrees with the depth at which the neighboring area is in
focus. The two images on right show the final salient region (black rectangle)
for the two depth levels. The final salient region is determined by computing
the minimum bounding box for the local windows around the keypoints whose
disparity agrees with the depth level, and the expanded local windows from the
neighboring depth planes.

Together the salient regions for neighboring depth levels define a cuboid
within the cost volume. This process results in (ideally) a sparse set of cuboids
within the cost volume, and the subsequent filtering is restricted to these sub-
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volumes, which results in an increased runtime performance. A side effect of
restricting filtering to these subvolumes is that resulting disparity maps show a
fractional increase in the number of unlabeled pixels. Parallax effects manifest
themselves as unlabeled pixels. Similarly boundary regions that are missing from
one or the other image of the stereo pair also lead to gaps or unlabeled pixels. We
employ the method proposed in [3] to identify the pixels with missing or incor-
rect disparity values. Given a stereo pair, two disparity maps are constructed.
The first disparity map D1 is constructed treating I1 as the reference image;
where as, the second disparity map D2 is constructed using I2 as the reference
image. A pixel (x, y) is considered unlabeled if its disparity values in D1 and D2

do not agree. For the remaining of this discussion, we will refer to the unlabeled
pixels as occluded pixels. By extension, pixels that are correctly labeled will be
henceforth referred to as non-occluded pixels. Fig. 4 shows the disparity maps
constructed using our method compared to the ones constructed by [3]. For our
disparity maps, filtering is only performed for the selected subvolumes within
the cost volume. The black regions indicate occluded pixels.

3.3 Gap Filling

We now describe our gap filling method for computing disparity values for oc-
cluded pixels. Our gap filling algorithm relies upon superpixels. The intuition
behind our framework stems from the following three observations: 1) the so-
lutions of pixel-labeling problems are spatially smooth and preserve discontinu-
ities at image edges; 2) spatially compact superpixels preserve boundaries and
increase the chance that neighboring pixels within a superpixel share similar
labels (or disparity values); and 3) using superpixels as primitive units boosts
the runtime performance. In this work, we use the SLIC superpixel segmenta-
tion algorithm that appeared in [18] to segment an input image I into a set
S = {S1, S2, S3, · · · , SK} of K non-overlapping superpixels. The SLIC method
scales linearly with the size of the image and creates compact superpixels that
respect image edges. Each superpixel is defined over a set of contiguous coor-
dinates (x, y) and (x, y) ∈ S denotes that pixel at (x, y) belongs to superpixel
S. (x, y) ∈ [1, Iwidth]× [1, Iheight], and Iwidth and Iheight represent the width and
the height of image I.

The proposed method begins by assigning occlusion probabilities pocc(S) to
each superpixel S ∈ S. These probabilities are determined using the disparity
map D(x, y) computed in the previous step. A superpixel is said to be non-
occluded if none of its pixels are occluded. Say Occ(x, y) = 1 for pixels that are
occluded and zero otherwise. We can then define the occlusion probability of a
superpixel as follows:

pocc(S) =

∑
(x,y)∈S Occ(x, y)

|S|
, (4)

|S| denotes the number of pixels in the superpixel S ∈ S. pocc(S) is 0 if the
superpixel is not occluded. Function h(S) returns the most likely label for a
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Occluded  ACF+OH        CF     CLMF       G.T.  CF+OH Occluded  ACF+OH        CF     CLMF        G.T.  CF+OH

Fig. 5: Depth estimation using cost filtering with and without our OH method
on the Cones (left) and Teddy (right) Middlebury benchmark datasets. For each
dataset, the left-most figure shows the depth map computed by our method
(ACF+OH). The other columns show a close-up of the section highlighted as
the red rectangle. Occluded column shows the depth map computed by ACF
without any post-processing. ACF+OH post-processes depth computed by ACF
using OH. Similarly, CF+OH indicates the result of CF after post-processing
using OH. CF and CLMF show depth maps computed by these algorithms,
respectively. The last column shows the Ground Truth (G.T.). Ellipses in CF
and CLMF indicate regions that exhibit large errors.

superpixel S when pocc(S) < 1. h(S) is simply the most frequent label D(x, y)
where (x, y) ∈ S. Unlabeled pixels (x, y) ∈ S when pocc(S) < τfill are set equal to
h(S). After this step ∀S ∈ Socc, pocc(S) ≥ τfill. τfill is a user-defined threshold.
In our examples, it is set to either 0.5 or 0.6. The set of superpixels can be
partitioned into occluded Socc and non-occluded Snocc superpixel sets, such that
S = Socc ∪ Snocc.

Label Propagation via Simulated Annealing. Superpixels provide a
good starting point for label propagation. Pixels within the same superpixels
tend to have similar labels (under the local smoothness assumption) and the su-
perpixels align with scene intensity edges. The label propagation method defines
an adjacency graph G = (S,S ×S) over the set of superpixels. The graph has as
its nodes, the superpixels, with edges between any two superpixels if they share
a part of their boundaries. Given a superpixel S, Nnocc(S) is the possibly empty
set of its neighboring non-occluded superpixels. It is straightforward to con-
struct Nnocc(S) given G. Let sim(S, S′) = 1−‖col(S)− col(S′)‖2 ∈ [0, 1] defines
a similarity value between two neighboring superpixels, where col(S) and col(S′)
return the normalized average colors for superpixels S and S′, respectively. The
label propagation algorithm is inspired by simulated annealing [15]. The simi-
larity threshold T at which labels are propagated to neighboring superpixels is
slowly reduced over time by ∆T . The labels for non-occluded superpixels are
never updated. The following algorithm describes our label propagation algo-
rithm:

Require: Socc,Snocc, T,∆T
Ensure: Socc = Φ and S = Snocc
1: T = 1.0;
2: while Socc 6= Φ do
3: for all S ∈ Socc do
4: if Nnocc(S) = Φ then
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5: continue
6: end if
7: S∗ = arg max

S′
sim(S, S′), where S′ ∈ Nnocc(S)

8: if sim(S, S∗) > T then
9: ∀(x, y) ∈ S, if Occ(x, y) then D(x, y) = h(S∗)

10: Snocc = Snocc ∪ {S}
11: Socc = Socc − {S}
12: end if
13: end for
14: T = max(T −∆T, 0.0)
15: end while

As a final enhancement step, we apply the weighted median filtering used
in [3]. Fig. 5 shows results for our occlusion handling method. Note that the
results from ACF+OH method are closer to the ground truth than those of CF
and CLMF. Furthermore, the proposed OH, when used as a post-processing step
for CF, improves its results.

4 Results

We have compared our ACF+OH method against CF [3], CLMF [2], VARM-
SOH [4] methods on the Middlebury stereo benchmark dataset [1]. We also com-
pared our method against CF [3] on the Rocks1, Rocks2, Moebius, Dolls, and
Books high resolution Middlebury 2005/2006 datasets [13]. Note that, VARM-
SOH applies global energy minimization for occlusion handling; whereas, CF
and CLMF use Row Filling (RF) [3]. In our results, we will indicate CF and
CLMF, as CF+RF and CLMF+RF.

Table 1 lists quantitative stereo evaluation results on Middlebury bench-
mark. It shows rank and average percentage error corresponding to two error
thresholds: 1 and 0.5 (default error threshold is 1.0). Notice that our method
ACF+OH outranks CF+RF, CLMF+RF, and VARMSOH methods on the de-
fault threshold. For error threshold equal to 0.5, our method performs slightly
worse than CF+RF and VARMSOH. This is because currently our method does
not support slanted planes. We plan to address this limitation in the future. The
table also shows the importance of occlusion handling for our method. Notice
that ACF+RF’s rank drops to 60 and 64 for r = .2 and r = .3, respectively,
for the default error threshold. The table also shows that the proposed OH
method improves the performance of CF algorithm—CF+OH’s rank is 25 as
compared to that of CF+RF, which is 42 for the default threshold. CLMF+OH
and CLMF+RF achieve similar performance. Furthermore, on high-resolution
Middlebury datasets, ACF+OH and CF+RF achieve average percentage of all
pixel errors of 10.57% and 11.13%, respectively. These results support the cen-
tral premise of this paper: it is possible to filter sub-volumes in the cost volume
and achieve accuracy comparable to schemes that filter the entire cost volume.

Table 2 compares ACF and CF without any post-processing steps on the
Middlebury standard and high resolution datasets. Notice that while average
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Table 1: Quantitative evaluation on Middlebury benchmark datasets [1]. These
results are aggregated over Cones, Teddy, Venus, and Tsukuba datasets.

Algorithm
Error thrreshold = 1 Error thrreshold = 0.5
Rank % error Rank % error

CF+OH 25 5.22 30 12.9
CLMF+OH 38 5.14 66 16.9
ACF+OH (r = .3) 30 5.26 33 13
ACF+OH (r = .2) 39 5.45 37 13.3

CF+RF [3] 42 5.55 27 12.8
CLMF+RF [2] 37 5.13 64 16.7
ACF+RF(r = .3) 64 5.99 45 13.4
ACF+RF(r = .2) 60 5.92 42 13.6
VARMSOH [4] 116 8.17 21 11.8

Table 2: A comparison of ACF and CF without any post-processing step on
Middlebury standard and high-resolution datasets. Runtimes for RF and OH
post-processing steps are also provided.

Algorithm
Average % occluded pixels Run-time (seconds)
Standard High Resolution Standard High Resolution

ACF(r=0.2) 14.2 - 16.117 -
ACF(r=0.3) 14.39 26.1 18.717 159.82
CF 13.6 26.9 28.2 505

RF - - 0.11 1.4
OH - - 0.131 0.2

percentage occluded pixel values for ACF and CF are comparable, ACF’s run-
time performance is significantly better than that of CF’s, especially on high
resolution datasets. This table also lists runtimes for RF and OH post-processing
steps. Our post-processing method outperforms RF on high resolution datasets.

Table 3 shows the Middlebury stereo evaluation results on the Middlebury
benchmark datasets for the default error threshold 1.0. For each dataset, we list
the values for the three popular error measures: 1) nocc, which measures the
error percentage of non-occluded regions, 2) all, which calculates the error per-
centage of all regions, 3) disc, which provides the error percentage of regions near
depth discontinuities. Notice that our method ACF+OH outperforms CF+RF
and CLMF+RF on nearly every error measure when r = .3, and on the error
percentage of all regions when r = .2. It also outperforms VARMSOH on all
measures. The results also show that the proposed OH method improves ACF
over the RF scheme—E.g. for the Cones dataset, ACF+OH has an all error of
7.79% and 7.43% for r = .2 and r = .3, respectively; however, for ACF+RF,
these errors are 9.06% and 8.49%. Additionally OH significantly improves the
accuracy of CF on every error measure, and that of CLMF on the nocc and all
error measures.

Table 4 list the OH parameters used for results presented here. ∆T is set
to 0.0001 in all cases. While the performance of our occlusion handling depends
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Table 3: Stereo evaluation results on Middlebury benchmark with error threshold
equal to 1.0.

Algorithm
Tsukuba Venus Teddy Cones
nocc all disk nocc all disk nocc all disc nocc all disk

CF+OH 1.45 1.75 7.37 0.19 0.37 2.24 5.85 10 16.1 2.6 7.41 7.31
CLMF+OH 2.39 2.69 6.53 0.26 0.37 2.23 5.49 10.7 14.2 2.46 7.22 7.10
ACF+OH (r = .3) 1.45 1.75 7.37 0.19 0.37 2.24 5.94 10.1 16.4 2.61 7.43 7.23
ACF+OH (r = .2) 1.45 1.75 7.37 0.19 0.37 2.24 6.64 10.7 16.3 2.82 7.79 7.74

CF+RF [3] 1.51 1.85 7.61 0.2 0.39 2.42 6.16 11.8 16 2.71 8.24 7.66
CLMF+RF [2] 2.46 2.78 6.26 0.27 0.38 2.15 5.50 10.6 14.2 2.34 7.82 6.80
ACF+RF (r = .3) 1.51 1.85 7.61 0.2 0.39 2.42 6.94 11.3 18.5 3.38 8.49 9.3
ACF+RF (r = .2) 1.51 1.85 7.61 0.2 0.39 2.42 6.96 11.1 17.1 3.66 9.06 9.8
VarMSOH [4] 3.97 5.23 14.9 0.28 0.76 3.78 9.34 14.3 20 4.14 9.91 11.4

Table 4: Parameters for OH procedure. ∆T = 0.0001.
Dataset #superpixels τfill Dataset #superpixels τfill Dataset #superpixels τfill

Cones 1600 0.6 Teddy 2000 0.6 Tsukuba 500 0.5
Venus 1000 0.5 Rocks1 700 0.5 Rocks2 700 0.5
Moebius 1600 0.5 Dolls 1600 0.5 Books 1600 0.5

upon these parameters, plots in Fig. 6 suggest that the proposed OH method
is able to achieve good accuracy over a range of these parameters. Expansion
factor u is chosen to be 2 and 6, respectively, for the standard and high-resolution
datasets. Figure 6 plots the accuracy of CF+RF and CF+OH methods against
the τfill user-selected threshold (for OH method) for the Cones (top-row) and
Teddy (bottom-row) datasets. Accuracies are plotted for different values of the
number of superpixels K. These plots suggest that the proposed OH method
improves both all and nocc errors, over a range of values for τfill and K.

Figure 7 shows a run-time vs. accuracy comparison for our ACF+OH method
while varying the size of local windows used for defining salient regions. The
local window size is expressed as a fraction r× Iwidth (along x-axis). The y-axis
represents run-times in seconds. As expected the accuracy increases when using
large window sizes for computing salient regions. The good news is that the
accuracy does not change much when using window sizes that are more than
0.3× Iwidth.

5 Conclusions

This paper develops accelerated cost volume filtering for disparity estimation
from a stereo image pair. Feature matching is used to identify salient subvolumes
within the cost volume and filtering is restricted to these subvolumes, resulting in
increased runtime performance. We have also developed an occlusion handling
method, which acts as a post-processing step and refines the disparity maps
computed via filtering. The occlusion handling technique relies upon superpixels
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Fig. 6: The accuracy of CF+RF and CF+OH against τfill threshold for OH
method. The dashed (red) line indicate the accuracy of CF+RF. It is inde-
pendent of the choice of τfill. Solid lines indicate the all (left column) and nocc
(right column) percentage errors for different values of the number of superpixels
K. The top row shows plots for Cones dataset and the bottom row shows plots
for Teddy dataset. This figure is best viewed in color.

Fig. 7: Run-time vs. accuracy comparison for our ACF+OH method using dif-
ferent values for the r parameter that controls the size of local window used for
defining salient regions. The numbers printed next to the plots represent average
percentage errors. This figure is best viewed in color.

and uses a simulated annealing inspired method for label propagation between
superpixels, preserving edge discontinuities in the process. The proposed method
is evaluated on the Middlebury stereo datasets and it outperforms state-of-the-
art techniques: CF [3], CLMF [2] and VARMSOH [4]. Our occlusion handling
method also improves the accuracy of CF on all error measures and that of CLMF
on the error percentage of all and non-occluded image regions. In the future we
intend to explore the use of slanted surfaces during detecting salient subvolumes.
We also hope to apply our method to other discrete labeling problems, such as
optical flow computation, etc.
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